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A detailed evaluation of the dependence of the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)
on the position of the recording microphone along the ear canal for blocked and unblocked
conditions is presented. Measurements at 250 source locations for a KEMAR mannequin
and at 125 locations for two human subjects were performed. Conditions under which the
magnitude transfer function fi'om the HRTF acquisition position to the eardrum is essentially
independent of the source location are shown quantitatively. These results are in agreement
with and provide an extensive validation of other studies. The cause and magnitude of
measurement errors are also analyzed in detail, and it is shown that these errors are sub-
ject dependent.

0 INTRODUCTION assess the errors or uncertainty of the measurements
for all sound locations. We then evaluated the possible

J _ The binaural synthesis of a three-dimensional auditory location-dependent contributions to the ear canal trans-
space requires the replication by a sound system of the mission due to the source position and found that up to
signals (or of important features of these signals) that 12 kHz this contribution is small. In addition we found
would reach the ears of a listener under free-field that all location-dependent characteristics of the HRTF
conditions, may be acquired with a blocked meatus at any of a range

A key problem that arises in the design of a binaural of positions along the ear canal.

synthesis system is the measurement of the head-related In binaural synthesis a compensation that accounts for
transfer function (HRTF). For such a measurement it is the response and loading of the acoustic transducer has
quite desirable not to have the source-location- to be applied. This compensation will depend on the
dependent results be critically sensitive to the position measurement point and on the acoustic transducer used
of the point within (or outside) the ear canal where the (most commonly headphones), as well as on the individ-
HRTF is measured, ual. If the HRTF is measured at any position with an

Measurements near the eardrum will account for all open ear canal (including close to the eardrum), the
individual localization characteristics of the listener, in- headphone-to-measurement transmission has to be com-
cluding the ear canal resonance. However, such mca- pensated. For blocked ear canal measurements, both the
surements are somewhat intrusive and may not be neces- headphone-to-open and the headphone-to-blocked trans-
sar)'. It has been reported by many authors [1]-[3], and mission at the position of measurement may be needed
it will be verified and complemented in this engineering to devise the correct compensation. The results in this
report, that all localization information can be obtained investigation suggest that the scheme for binaural syn-
at a number of points within the ear canal (and possibly thesis through headphones based on blocked meatus
a few millimeters outside). HRTF measurements and the sound transmission model

In this engineering report we present extensive results of Meller [4] is adequate to convey all localization cues
and an analysis of HRTF data collected at different available in free-field hearing.

points along the ear canal, with blocked and unblocked

meatus. The HRTFs of a KEMAR dummy and of two 1 SOUND TRANSMISSION MODEL
human subjects were measured for 250 and 125 source
locations, respectively. These results were analyzed to We will refer in this work to the sound transmission

model proposed in Meller [4]. The model consists of an

*Manus.cript received 1998 April 27; revised 1999 Octo- acoustic transmission line where the soun d pressure and
bet 1. the acoustic impedance are measured at different points
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along the line (Fig. 1). The model is applicable to free- 2 EXPERIMENTS
field listening as well as to binaural synthesis through
headphones._ The two situations are illustrated in Fig. A set of experiments was performed with a dummy
1. Measurement points shown in the figure correspond head and with two human subjects. The HRTFs of one
physically to the positions of the sound source (P2, Ps) ear were measured for a large number of source locations
to the entrance of the ear canal (P3, P6) and to the ear- distributed mainly in the ipsilateral hemisphere.

drum (P4, P7)- The acoustic impedances associated with
these locations are included in the model. These are the 2.1 Exl_rimental Setup
source radiation impedance (free field or headphone) Experimental conditions were designed to keep mca-
Z,,a, the ear canal entrance impedance Zc,r canal,and the surement errors as low as possible. For the open ear
eardrum impedance Z,a_um. Note that this model also canal measurements, two points along the ear canal were
applies to measurements at other positions, recorded simultaneously, thus eliminating any physical

Binaural signals at the eardrum can be synthesized reset of experimental conditions. For the blocked ear
from blocked, meatus HRTF measurements along the ear canal HRTF measurements, the experimental setup was
canalif minimallydisturbedbetweenruns.

Five sources (Bost Acoustimass Cube loudspeakers)
· the transmission can be separated into its location- where located on a motor-driven computer-controlled

dependent and location-independent parts, where the hoop with a radius of 1.07 m, and driven by a Symetrix
location-dependent part can be measured with a A-220 amplifier. The axis of rotation of that hoop was
blocked meatus a line passing through the ear canals of the subject.

· blocked ear canal HRTF measurements with proper We used an interaural-polar coordinate system, where

compensation can reproduce the correct binaural sig- azimuth 0 is the angle between a ray to the source and
hals at the eardrum, the median plane. Thus -90 ° _<0 <_ 90°, where 0 =

-90 ° corresponds to the left side of the subject and

In order to verify these assumptions, we carried out 0 = 90° to the right side. Elevation is the angle described
several experiments, by the plane of the hoop with the horizontal, and its

range is - 90° _< _b< 270 °, where _b = - 90 ° is below

Synthesis through loudspeakers is not considered here but the subject, _b = 0 ° is when the hoop is on the horizontal
can also be modeled in a similar way. plane (frontal hemisphere), and _b = 90° is directly

Zrad

+ +

P2() P3 Zeardmm

-I
Z ear canal

(a)

Z headphone

+ +

[,
Zear canal

(b)

Fig. 1. Sound transmission model. (a) Free-field condition. (b) Headphone condition (adapted from [4, figs. 3 and 6]. P2,
p_--source pressures for blocked meatus condition (free-field and headphone listening respectively); P3, P6_P ressures at
enmmce to open ear canal; P4, P7 pressures measured at eardrum.
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above of the subject's head. Due to mechanical limita- room with dimensions 6 by 6 by 3.5 m. Reflections
tions, elevations directly below the subject could not be from the walls, ceiling, and floor were eliminated by
measured and elevation angles were confined to -62 ° windowing the measured impulse responses at 4.5 ms.
_< qb _< 245 °.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2. Sound Card Pre-amplifiers
Head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) were measured

in the time domain with a Crystal River Snapshot sys-_ [-_ _,;_

tern, using a Golay code of length 2048 at a 44.1-kHz
sampling rate. The recordings were made with Etymotic
ER-YC probe microphones (with their battery-powered

preamplifiers), and the interface to the PC was through _ Amplifier Ta Momentum 56 sound card. The response of the system x

components is shown in Fig. 3, where the contributions or_ q ' Micrf__ l

of the loudspeakers and microphones can be observed
separately. The response is mainly determined by the Mot Rotating

l°udspeaker' with the micr°ph°ne c°ntributing t° the c°ntr°l °Ph__ _ °0

high-frequency rolloff. The overall SNR at the output Micr P
(HRIR) is better than 40 dB. _

MATLAB was used to control the position of the
hoop, the firing of the loudspeakers, and the generation
and recording of test signals. The recording position Motor
was at the tip of a plastic probe tube attached to the Fig. 2. Apparatus for HRTF measurement. HRIRs are mea-

sured using a modified Crystal River Snapshot system running
microphone capsules, which was set at the desired mca- in MATLAB. Loudspeakers are placed along a rotating hoop
surement point. The recordings were made in a quiet controlled from PC.
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Fig. 3. Frequency responses. (a) Left microphone. (b) Right microphone. (c) Loudspeaker (referenced to an Earthworks M30
calibration rmcrophone).
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conditions.

2.2 KEMAR Head Measurements The measurements near the eardrum were performed
The KEMAR (Knowles Electronics Manikin for by carefully inserting the flexible plastic probe tube into

Acoustic Research [5]) dummy head measurements were the ear canal until the subject felt it barely touching the
used as a baseline so that movement errors encountered eardrum. The tube was then pulled out by a couple of

in human subject data would not appear. The KEMAR millimeters. (This procedure was suggested by a clinical
data were collected at five different azimuths (0 = audiologist at the UC Davis Medical Center.) All the
-80 °, -45 °, -20 °, 0°, and 40°) and 50 elevations, measurements were performed as for the KEMAR.
from -47.8 to 227.8 ° in steps of 5.6 °, for a total of

250 locations. Two sets of data were collected, one set 3 Analysis and Results
with an open ear canal and another with a blocked ear
canal. For the blocked ear canal condition we measured 3.1 Methods

HRTFs'at five positions: 4 mm outside the ear canal, at In the analysis and presentation of the results we will
the entrance of the ear canal (0 mm), and 4, 11, and 22 use the acoustic transmission line model outlined in the

mm inside the ear canal. The "eardrum" for the KEMAR preceding. Let _k = (_b, 0)k denote the source location,
is approximately at 22 mm from the entrance of the ear where k = 1, 2 .... , K and K is the total number of
canal. For the open ear canal condition we measured locations. Referring to MOiler, Fig. l(a) shows the
HRTFs at one point approximately 4 mm outside the model for free-field listening and Fig. l(b)that for head-

ear canal, at the entrance (0 mm), and at the eardru m phone listening. For free-field listening we let pa(t, _k)
(22 mm). be the sound pressure at the eardrum [referenced to a

For measurements at the "eardrum" of the KEMAR, free-field location at the center of the head pi(t, qsk)],
the microphone capsule was placed inside the head, and pa(t, O/k)the pressure at a point along the open ear canal,
microphone probes were passed through the center of a and p2(t, O/k)the pressure at the blocked point along the
silicon rubber ear plug and positioned so that the probe ear canal. Pressure p2(t, _l/k), which does not exist in
tip was flush with the surface of the plug. The ear plug normal listening conditions, models the blocked meatus
was then positioned at a depth of 22 mm within the ear measurement. Z,a is the radiation impedance seen from
canal. The custom Zwislocki coupler in the KEMAR was the entrance to the ear canal for free-field listening.
used to simulate eardrum impedance and is discussed in Fourier transforms are denoted by Pn(to, 0_k), P3(to, qtk),

[5]. Measurements at other positions along the ear canal and P2(o0, _k), respectively, where to is the frequency
were made by just pushing the ear plug to the desired variable. Similar pressures for headphone listening are

depth, denoted by P7(to, _bk), P6(to, _k), and Ps((°, 0_k)-Zh_hon,
For measurements made outside the ear canal, an ex- is now the impedance seen from the entrance the ear

tremely fine strand of copper wire was wrapped around canal for headphone listening [4].
the probe tube, from its base to within 10 mm of its tip. For our experiments the sound pressures in M011er's
This additional rigidity allowed the probe tube to be bent model correspond to our HRIR measurements (that is,
into the desired position in space at the entrance to the the sound source is effectively an impulse). We illustrate
ear canal. The microphone capsule was mounted on the some of our measurements in Fig. 4. Here we show
exterior of KEMAR's head, just under the jaw line. HRTFs measured at the eardrum [Pa(tO, qtk) ] and at the

blocked meatus [P2(tO,0/k)] for all elevations, and at an
2.3 Human Subject Measurements azimuth of 0 = 45 °. The magnitude frequency response

Data for two human subjects were also collected, but is given as a function Of elevation, with the gain (in
less densely than for the KEMAR, so as to minimize decibels) represented by the gray-scale level. Note that
the data collection time, reducing fatigue and the associ- we limited our analysis to the range from 250 Hz to

ated risk of involuntary motion. Both subjects had sim- 15 kHz.
ilar pinna dimensions as the KEMAR (pinna length 6.5 Qualitatively both HRTFs are quite similar, except
mm), and their ear canal depths were 27 mm for CA for location-independent effects indicated by horizontal
and 19 mm for DT, compared to 22 mm for the KEMAR. bands across all elevations. Such location-independent

Data were collected for five different azimuths (0 = differences are due to the ear canal resonance and acous-
-80 °, -45 °, -20 °, 0°, and 40 °) and 25 elevations, tic impedance differences caused by differences in the

from -47.8 to 227.8 ° in steps of 11.2 °, for a total of anatomy of the subjects.
125 locations. Two sets of data were collected for each Quantitatively our objective is to determine whether

subject. In the first set recordings of the sound pressures all three pressures have the same directional information
near the eardrum and at the entrance to the open ear when p2(t, _k) and p3(t, _,bk) are measured within, at the
canal were made simultaneously for all source locations, entrance, and possibly a few millimeters outside the ear
The second set of measurements was made at the blocked canal. In such a case pressure ratios P4(tO, _k)/P3( tO,

entrance to the ear canal. _k), Pa(tO, _bk)/P2(tO, _k), and P3(tO, I,bk)/P2(tO,_bk)are
Subject motion was reduced with the use of a chin independent of direction, and represent the respective

rest. The interference of the chin rest with the sound transmissions between points along the ear canal.
field was neglected since our interest was in comparative Alternatively we can estimate the direction-
measurements of HRTFs under alternate experimental independent transmission between points along the ear '
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canal, and compare the response at the eardrum with to estimate Mij(io) at each frequency. This results in a
measurements carried out at other points, set of N independent equations, where N is the number

of frequency bands,
3.2 Computation of Ear Canal Tranmlsslon

A first approach would be to compute the ratio of Ei,j(I°,,, _k) = Pi(iOn, _k) - Mid(iOn)Pi(iOn, _k),
the Fourier transforms of the measured sound pressures.

Throughout this engineering report we will consider only n = 1,2 .... , N. (4)
the magnitude of the Fourier transforms, which we de-

note by P(iO, _k) for simplicity. The magnitude of the Minimizing the expected value, or average, with respect
transmission can be computed as to the source location (index k) of the squared error [Eq.

(4)] we get

Pi(c°, _k) i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 i vi j.
T,j(io) = _j(io, _k)' I _ . 1K

(1) mia _.k_lE(io,,,_k)2= mm --_ [Pi(iO,,_k)Mtj(osn) = M_j(%,)K k= 1

Note that we wrote Tij(iO) as being independent of _k, - Pi(co,, d/k)]2 (5)
that is, location independent. However, low-magnitude

values in the HRTF, such as pinna notches, or the fre- which has for solution
quency characteristics of the measuring equipment at
very high or very low frequencies, result in unreliable

pointwise estimates of the ear canal transmission. M_j(c0,) = _ (6)
Thus we first evaluate a location-independent ear ca- cia

nad transmission Mij. Using this transmission we can where
then estimate the sound pressure Pi(io, O/k)from Pj(io,
gsk) as 1 tc

cij = _ k=_P,(iO., _k)Pj(iO,,. d/k)
Pi(o), _k) = Mij(io)Pj(io, d/k). (2)

We then evaluate the error between the estimate Pi(iO, 1 ___qsk) and the target pressure Pi(co, _k). If we write the cjj .= _. ,,-,= Pi(iOn, _k) 2'

error as

The previous analysis is essentially a linear regression

Eij(iO, d/t) = Pi(iO, _k) - Pi(c0, d/k) (3) on the data distributions for each frequency band. A
similar observation was made by Middlebrooks and Ma-

we can formulate a least-squares minimization problem kous [2], fig. 4] for only two frequency bands and in a

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. HRTF magnitude for 0 -- -45 °. (a) Blocked entrance to ear canal. (b) Eardrum. Images show magnitude in dB (gray
scale) as a function of frequency and elevation.
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decibel scale, of the ear canal under either blocked or unblocked condi-

By such a method we have estimated the location- tions. Recall that open ear canal measurements close to

independent transmission that provides the best match the eardrum were taken simultaneously, whereas
between HRTFs measured at several positions in the ear blocked ear canal measurements require a new experi-
canal. By analyzing tile goodness of the fit, or the resid- mental setup. By comparing the results of Fig. 6 side
ual errors as a function of frequency and location, we by side, we note that results of different experimental
resolve whether location-dependent effects occur, and setups may differ by as much as 4 or 5 dB. By contrast,
we also gain insight into the causes of inaccuracies in errors are much smaller for simultaneous measurements.

the HRTF measurements. We first discuss global or ag- Thus errors for human subjects that do occur are likely
gregate results, due tO motion, during or between experiments. We will

analyze such errors in more detail in the next subsection.
3.3 Global Results In general there is a trend for the error to increase with

A global measure of directional dependence that has frequency, but the 1- or 2-dB deviations in KEMAR's ear
been used in the past is the "directional spread." Such canal transmission indicate very small errors or location

measure is the standard deviation of Ti,fi(o) [computed contributions for frequencies below 15 kHz.
from Eq. (1)] in decibels as a function of frequency However, the "directional" spread provides a simple
[2], [3],' [6]. Note that such a directional spread is a summary of several effects such as error magnitude in
characterization that combines measurement errors due the computation of the ear canal transmission, but it
to several causes with possible location-dependent cf- does not give any insight into the cause of these errors.
feets. As we shall show, location-dependent contribu- Additional information can be obtained by examination

tions are within the limits of measurement accuracy, of the residual error in the computation of Mi,J.
We thus compute the directional spread for our data, We first demonstrate that large errors are correlated

with the slight modification that Mi,j(oo) is used as the with frequency ranges that exhibit low response ampli-
mean, and the sum of squared errors in decibels between tudes. For open meatus measurements we show in Fig.

M&i((o) and Tid(O0)estimates the variance. 7 the normalized residual error as a function of frequency
The results for the KEMAR are presented in Fig. 5 for one human subject (CA) and for the KEMAR, to-

for the four different positions along the blocked ear gether with the average power at each frequency at the
canal. These results indicate that the spread is small-- point of measurement. Normalization is performed by
less than 1 dB up to 12 kHz for all cases, except for the dividing the error [Eq. (3)] by the average power of the
measurement at a point 4 mm outside the ear canal, eardrum pressure Pi at each frequency. We observe that

Directional spreads for our two human subjects are large global errors occur at frequencies where either

shown in Fig. 6 for measurements taken at the entrance sound pressure Pi or pressure Pj exhibits low energy.
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Fig. 5. Sound transmission within ear canal of KEMAR. Blocked meatus condition. (a) 4 mm outside. (b) Entrance (0 mm).
(c) 4 mm inside. (d) 11 mm_ "optimal" transmission; - - - -+1 standard deviation.
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Note that these errors are subject dependent. We also Our results observed for global behavior are in agree-
analyzed these subject-dependent global errors in more ' ment with those obtained previously by other researchers
detail for the entire set of locations. [2], [3], [6], [7].
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most critical near spectral notches, and to noise and

3.4: Detailed Error Analsis of KEMAR Data In the uncertainty in the measurement. The largest errors were

Spectral Domain found at spectral notches, whereas high-frequency errors

The location-independent transmission Mi,j(o)) is used are in the 5-10% range. As a whole, errors are very
to determine, in the frequency domain, the residual er- small, and are seldom more than 5%.

rors at various locations. The spectral distortion in the From this set of detailed measurements we have con-

estimate Pt(o), _bk), that is, the error between the ith firmed the hypothesis that the measured blocked meatus

sound pressure and its estimate ased on Jt'/i,j(o)), is plot- HRTF at the entrance to the ear canal can be transformed

ted in Fig. 8 together with the sound pressure Pt(m, into the HRTF of the KEMAR at the eardrum by a fixed,

_k). We chose two locations that illustrate the detailed that is, location-independent, ear canal transmission. We

behavior of such spectral errors. These are the HRTFs have also shown that measurements at a number of dif-
recorded for azimuth 0 = - 45 ° and two elevations, q) ferent positions along the ear canal are also usable. Fur-

= - 90 ° and _ = 0 °. thermore we have elucidated the major sources of errors

As noted previously, the errors increase with fre- in such measurements. These are concentrated at low-

quency and with decreasing energy level of Pt(o), _/k), energy frequency bands or at the specific frequencies

but they are specially large around pinna notches, where where spectral notches occur. Before discussing the

the exact response is most uncertain. An overall view practical importance of these, we also analyze the mea-

of the frequency-domain errors for a dense set of eleva- surements for human subjects.

tions at a single azimuth is shown in Fig. 9. This relative

error is computed as

20 logm [Pi(o), qJk) + Di,i(o), t_k)] - 20 logm[Pi(o), t_k)] ' (7)
Eri,j(o), _k) = ]20 logm[Pi(o), t_k)]]

where

Dij(o), _k) = IPi(o), - Pt(o,, k)l · (8) 3.5 DetailedErrorAnalysis of HumanSubject
Data In the Spectral Domain

We note again that large relative errors, up to 25% at In the examination of the data collected for the human

a limited set of frequencies, are concentrated above 10 subjects our goal is twofold. First we wish to complete

kHz and near spectral notches. Thus we attribute global the experimental verification of the effect of location on

errors, discussed in the previous section, to the limited the HRTF measurement for human subjects. Second we

accuracy in the positioning of the sound source that is would like to extend our observations or analysis of
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Fig. 8. Sound pressure Pt(to, d/k) in dB for selected representative locations. --- -+ error in dB.
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errors to understand the effect and magnitude of other a larger residual error for _ _ 0° since Mij was not
unavoidable uncertainties that occur in human subject constant for the entire experimental session. This effect
measurements. The results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that is seen as a vertical discontinuity in the data at around
global errors could_be as high as 5 dB at some frequen- _p -- 0° [Fig. 10(a)].
cies below 10 kHz, and somewhat larger above this Such an error is compounded in the low-energy fre-
frequency, quency bands. Referring again to Fig. 7(a) for subject CA,

We are mainly interested in the effect of unavoidable we observe three peaks in the normalized residual error,
small movements by subjects during an experiment or at around 9, 11, and 14 kHz, that correspond to low-

from one experimental setup to the next. To minimize energy regions in either Pt or Pi. Data for subject DT (not
the effects of movement, the open ear canal measure- shown) have a peak in the residual error at 13.5 kHz,

ments were performed simultaneously at the two points, which also corresponds to an average low-energy fre-
whereas blocked meatus measurements had to be taken quency band. These subject-dependent bands of errors can
after an experimental reset. This would explain the be observed readily in Fig. 10. Another error band at 170
larger deviations observed in Fig. 6(a) and (c), as eom- Hz is apparent for both subjects, and is caused by a spectral
pared to Fig. 6(b) and (d). notch in the measuring equipment (see Fig. 3).

Even for the open entrance-to-eardrum measurements The results of the global analysis of Section 3.3 can
that were made simultaneously at two positions, head now be elaborated on. For example, in Fig. 6(b) the
motion during the procedure may cause the two probe global analysis indicates that the largest absolute devia-
tubes to move within the ear canal, changing the relative tions are in the 11-kHz region, whereas the largest rela-
position between the two microphone probes, and that tive spectral errors occur at 9 kHz. As with the KEMAR,
would be indicated by slightly different ear canal trans- errors indicated by departure from a fixed location-
missions for different source locations, independent transmission occur in regions of low en-

As for the KEMAR, we computed the relative spectral ergy, irrespective of the frequency band. The increase
error for both subjects at all locations (Fig. 10). The of 10% in error for human subjects can be attributed to
magnitude of the errors is in the same range as for the subject movement.
KEMAR, but some regions of the frequency-elevation

plane exhibit anomalies. We examined some of these 4 DISCUSSION
regions (e.g., for example, low elevations at 9 kHz for
subject CA), where the error did not correlate with the This work is part of a project to characterize and
presence of localized spectral notches. Our analysis re- model the individual HRTFs of subjects, with special
vealed two main causes for these errors: First, monitor- importance given the individual differences. We are col-

ing the HRIRs for each elevation, we detected an onset lecting a substantial number of HRTFs so as to develop
discontinuity that is due to motion of the subject at a common parametric model that will fit all or most of

around _p= 0% The computation of Mi,j, which is carried the experimental data.
out by a least-squares fit over all elevations, will show While our experimental facilities and methodology

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) Pi(_, _bk) in dB. (b) Relative spectral distortion for blocked meatus condition. Showing only data for 0 = -45 °.
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are adequate for the task, the measurement position measurements by a simple transfer function compensa-
within the ear canal was an issue that we had to resolve, tion that is independent of the position of the sound
Our results show that there is substantial flexibility in source in three-dimensional space. The common and
the position of the recording probe microphone within least intrusive technique of performing such measure-
the ear canal, in that a location-independent transmission ments at the entrance of the blocked ear canal is thus

correction will transform such measurements to the validated. By analyzing and comparing the results of
equivalent pressure at the eardrum. HRTF measurements for a KEMAR dummy and for two

The analysis of errors in the experimental data indi- human subjects we determine that the errors are subject
cates that individual differences also affect measurement dependent. They are concentrated in subject-dependent
accuracy since these are concentrated at low-energy fre- frequencies of low pressure, and generally will occur at
quency bands or at the specific frequencies where spec- frequencies above 12 kHz. Errors will also be concen-
tral notches occur. These subject-dependent errors may trated near spectral notches where small equipment or
require repeated measurements and signal averaging to subject motion result in significant changes in response.
reduce them if necessary. It is our view that the larger For human subjects, motion can be detected from the
errors observed at or near spectral notches will not be measurements and corrected or repeated if necessary.
significant in auditory simulations. More serious are the Except for gross subject motion, measurement errors are
errors due to subject movement. For our experiments, concentrated in low-response regions or lead to small
where we use a chin rest to limit motion, the errors due mispositioning of spectral notches. These errors are not
to motion are smaller than 12% at frequencies below 13 expected to be critical for any spatial sound simulations.

kHz. With less physical restraints on subjects, these

errors could be large. We note, first, that the use of 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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